{WHO SHALL I SAY IS CALLING?}
by Cantor George Mordecai

Recently I have inquired about the appropriateness of contemporary
congregations’ replacement of the traditional High Holy Days prayer
U’Netaneh Tokef with Leonard Cohen’s ‘Who by Fire’.
U’Netaneh Tokef—liturgically
situated in the Musaf Amidah
of both Rosh Hashanah and
Yom Kippur—has been one of
the most popular prayers in our
liturgical canon and it has been
revered throughout the ages.
Despite this, the theology
articulated in the piyyut (liturgical
poem) is one with which many
of us have problems. We are at
the mercy of an omnipotent God
who decides each year, between
Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur,
who will live and who will die and
in what way. We are essentially
powerless, like a flock of sheep,
bereft of agency and choice.
It was after being in Israel during
the Yom Kippur War, in 1973,
that Leonard Cohen wrote ‘Who
by Fire’, taking up the central
passages of U’Netaneh Tokef—
those verses introduced by “On

Rosh Hashanah it is written, and
on Yom Kippur it is sealed!”
Leonard Cohen is very interesting
for us on many levels. He is
considered one of the most
gifted songwriters of our era and
his songs have reached millions
of people around the world.
His songs contain a plethora of
Biblical, Midrashic and mystical
references. Even though his songs
are not liturgical, they reflect a
poet who is deeply engaged in his
religious tradition. Leonard Cohen
needed to search outside Jewish
tradition for spiritual technologies
that would help him along his
journey, but he always remained
connected to his Judaism. It
informed his life till the end.
In an interview with Arthur
Kutzweil, Cohen says: “I was
brought up in the Conservative
tradition, which I have the

deepest respect for. I light the
candles Friday night. I feel very
close to the whole trip. I don’t
think we were able to develop
a meditational system that
could seize and address the deep
appetites of our best young people,
the people who really had to have
an experience of the Absolute.
We didn’t take that seriously. I
think our faith is full of atheists
and agnostics. I think that there
are lots of nominal Jews around.
But I think there are people who
really believe, who have really
had an experience, who have
really been embraced, who have
felt this embrace, who have felt
themselves dissolve in the midst of
a prayer. And felt that the prayer
was praying them. ... I began
practising the Judaism that I had
never practised. Laying tefillin
every morning, and going through
the shemoneh esreh, and really
understanding that there were
these 18 steps and that they were
a ladder, and that these were a way
of preparing yourself for the day.
... While starting from a very low
place, you could put your chin up
over the windowsill and actually
see a world that you could affirm.”
We see from this excerpt that
Cohen was powerfully connected
to his tradition while feeling the
need to explore other spiritual
technologies—for example, Zen
Buddhism—in order to ‘fill
the gaps’ that had opened for
many seekers in the West during
the 1960s. Cohen’s journey is
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the journey of an individual
whose spiritual search took him
in many different directions
and yet he always remained
Jewish, negotiating the domains
identified by laying tefillin and/
or sitting on a meditation cushion
in a seminary or ashram.
So what are the differences
between the traditional
U’Netaneh Tokef and Cohen’s
interpretation? The piyyut states:
On Rosh Hashanah it is written,
and on the Fast of the Day of
Atonement it is sealed!—
How many will pass on, and
how many will be born;
who will live and who will die;

who will live a long life and who
will come to an untimely end;
who will perish by fire and who
by water; who by sword and
who by beast; who by hunger
and who by thirst; who by
earthquake and who by plague;
who will be strangled and
who will be stoned;
who will be at peace and
who will be troubled;
who will be serene and
who will be disturbed;
who will be tranquil and
who will be tormented;
who will be impoverished
and who will be enriched;

who will be brought low,
and who will be raised up.
Cohen keeps the form of the
piyyut but he contemporises
many of the phrases to reflect
current disturbance and to reveal
some of our deepest anxieties:
“Who by barbiturate ... who
by powder, who for his greed
... who in solitude, who in this
mirror ... who in power ...’’.
But the most compelling and
theologically transformative
position that Cohen puts to us is
in his interrogatory refrain “Who
shall I say is calling?” He uses this
refrain to replace the traditional
On Rosh Hashanah it is written,
and on the Fast of the Day
of Atonement it is sealed!
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The emphasis on God-as-judge,
deciding who will live or die
in the following year and by
what means, is totally absent
in Cohen’s interpretation.
Cohen stated: “That song derives
very directly from a Hebrew
prayer that is sung on the [sic]
of the Day of Atonement. ‘Who
by fire, who by sword, who by
water.’ According to the tradition
the Book of Life is opened and in
it is inscribed all those who will
live and all those who will die for
the following year. In that prayer
is catalogued all the various ways
in which you can quit this vale of
tears. The conclusion of the song
as I write it is somewhat different,
‘Who shall I say is calling?’ That is
what makes the song into a prayer
for me in my terms which is who
is it, or what is it that determines
who will live and who will die?”

Cohen does not put his trust
in faith here. He addresses the
contemporary seeker who cannot
rely on old faith and belief
paradigms. It is the ontological
question of questions that informs
the refrain of Cohen’s prayer.
Leonard Cohen’s ‘Who by Fire’
doesn’t provide us with the answer
as in the traditional text- but
repentance, prayer and charity
can temper God’s judgementsolve the problem of theodicy—
the question of how God’s
goodness can permit evil in our
lives— Leonard recognises that
many of us no longer inhabit
the theological space articulated
and expounded in the unetane
tokef, but it does welcome openendedness, renewed and deep
spiritual enquiry with the question
“Who shall I say is calling?”.

SHABBAT LIVE

Join us in our virtual sanctuary as we welcome the
Shabbat with the spiritual, meaningful, music, prayers
and stories of Shabbat Live.
Join us online on Zoom from 6:15pm.
Shabbat Live will also be available on Facebook Live!
www.emanuel.org.au/services
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